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Introduction

A neutron star (NS) is a stellar remnant, a
super-compressed object left over when stars
with a mass between 1.4 and about 3 times the
mass of our Sun exhaust their nuclear fuel and
collapse inwards. The result of such an implosion is a condensed sphere of matter about
10 km across. The outer layer of the of NS,
with density less than the nuclear saturation
density, represent different challenges and observational opportunities like thermal evolution, X-ray burst, glitches and the very important core-crust transition region. At this density, nucleons are correlated at short distances
by attractive strong interactions, they are
anti-correlated at large distances because of
the Coulomb repulsion. Competition among
short- and long-range interactions (i.e., frustration) leads to the development of complex
and exotic nuclear shapes, such as sphere,
bubbles, rods, slabs and tubes. The term
“pasta phases” has been coined to describe
these complex structures. In this work we
study the nuclear pasta phases using different
mean-field models along with a droplet model.

where, ρN is number of nuclei per unit volume and e is the electron energy density. The
electrons are assumed to be uniformly present
throughout the neutron star crust.
The
nuclear clusters are treated as liquid drops
of nuclear matter whose energy, E(A, Z),
can be decomposed into volume, surface and
Coulomb terms.
E(A, Z) = Evol + Esurf + ECoul ,

(2)

where, Evol , Ecoul , Esurf are the total volume energy, coulomb and surface energy of the
cluster respectively.
We use the Wigner-Seitz approximation to
calculate the Coulomb and surface energies for
the different pasta structure. In the case of
spheres, bubbles, rods, and tubes, WignerSeitz cells are approximated by sphere and
cylinders of radius rc . In the case of slabs,
Wigner-Seitz cells were bound by planes, with
rc being defined as the half-distance between
plane boundaries of the cell.
Then total energy density (EoS) of the frustrated system [1], is
0

tot = e + u(ρ ) + surf + Coul ,

(3)

0

Compressible liquid droplet model

We consider a compressible liquid droplet
model because the density of the neutron is
continuously increasing as we move towards
the core of the neutron star. In a liquid droplet
model, the total energy density excluding the
contribution of the neutron gas is given by
tot = ρB E(A, Z) + e ,
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(1)

where (ρ ) is the energy density of the cluster, u represents the volume fraction of the
cluster. The relation for u can be obtained by
minimizing the energy for all possible values
of u.

Results

We start our calculation with the study
of the homogenous matter because the pasta
phase can exist only if the binding energy of
the pasta phase is lower than the energy of the
homogenous phase. The resulting binding energies for all pasta phases are shown in Fig. 1
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FIG. 1: Variation of binding energy of the considered asymmetric nuclear matter (x = 0.3) with
respect to baryon density. The solid line correspond to the assumption of homogenous matter
throughout and the symbols correspond to the
different pasta structures, as given in the inset,
which are energetically favoured.

along with that of the homogenous phase calculated with the parameter set G2 of E-RMF
model [2]. We did all of our calculations with
proton fraction x = 0.3, which is relevant in
the newly born NS.
From Fig. 1, it is clear that the pasta structures are energetically favoured till a density
of 0.1 fm−3 . However this density strongly
depend on the model used for EoS. For example in case of a simple σ − ω model, the
pasta structures are favoured upto saturation
density.
Figures 2 and 3 represent the nuclear pasta
phases with various EoS from simple and more
recent models respectively. Figure 2 shows
that the existence of different pasta phases
with respect to baryon densities, ρB , is different in the three models, i.e. in Skyrme 1’
model, σ−ω model and σ−ω−ρ model. Figure
3 shows that the existence of different pasta
phases is almost same in all the four parameter sets, G1 & G2 (E-RMF model), NL1 &
NL3 (RMF model). All the models show that
the sequence of phase transitions is the same,
sphere to rods, rods to slabs, slabs to tubes,
tubes to bubbles and finally merges to form
the uniform matter. Also, the total energy of

FIG. 2: Phase transitions in various simple models versus baryon density with proton fraction,
x=0.3.

FIG. 3: Phase transitions in various recent models versus baryon density with proton fraction,
x=0.3.

the inner crust of the neutron star, considering
the existence of nuclear pasta, has an energy
lower than that of uniform nuclear matter, in
all the models. Thus, we can conclude that the
existence of nuclear pasta in the inner crust of
the neutron star, under extreme conditions of
pressure and density, is more likely to occur.
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